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It follows from Art. 136 that the centre of gravity of the heterogeneous stratum is at C1 and that every straight line through Q' is a principal axis.
Ex. 2. If the density of a spherical surface vary as the inverse cube of its distance from an internal point 0, find its potential at any point.
If the centre of inversion 0 is inside the primitive sphere we can still make the sphere its own inverse by drawing OQf from 0 in the direction opposite to OQ, and taking 7c2 equal to the product of the segments of all chords through 0. With these changes we may show that the potential at all external points is the same as if its whole mass M' were collected at 0, and at all internal points is the same as if the mass M'c/a were collected at C'.
^/ Ex. 3. The potential of a homogeneous solid sphere at an external point P is %irpa?ICP, where C is the centre and a the radius. Invert this theorem with regard to an external point 0.
The result is that the potential at an external point of a heterogeneous sphere, whose density at any point Q' is p(/r/OQ')5, is the same as if its whole mass M' were collected into a fixed point C'. This point C' is the inverse of the centre with regard to 0 and is also the centre of gravity of the sphere.   The constant p may be found from •   the relation M/c=-|7rpti37c, where c = OC, and k is the length of the tangent from 0. ^j    Ex. 4.   A heterogeneous spherical shell is bounded by eccentric spheres whose radii are a, Z>, and its density at any point Q is mfOQ*, where m is a constant and O a given external point.    Show that its potential at any internal point P is
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•where A and B are the points where the polar planes of 0 intersect tbe diameters •drawn through 0, and/, g are the tangents from 0.
/ Ex. 5. An infinitely thin layer of matter is placed on the surface of elasticity •eV^cW + fc^ + cV, so that the surface density at any point distant r from the •centre varies as pjr5, where p is the perpendicular from the origin on the tangent plane. Show that the potential at any external point is the same as if the whole mass were collected at its centre of gravity.
177.    If 8 is a level surface of any attracting  points, the inverse of S is not in general a level surface of the inverse of the attracting points, because the ratio of the potentials (being given by V = Vkfr') is not constant.    But if S is a level surface of zero potential, the inverse of S is also a level surface of zero potential of the inverse attracting points.
178.    Let P3 P' be inverse points with regard to a sphere S. If Q be any point on the surface, the ratio PQ/PQ is constant by the similar triangles OPQ, OP'Q, (Art. 86).    Let this ratio be CL//3, then ct/PQ — /3/P'Q = 0, that is the sphere is a level surface of zero potential of two particles placed at P, P'} whose masses are measured by a and — /3.
179.    Two points P, P' are inverse to each other with regard to a sphere S.    Let the inverse of this system, taken with regard

